ACTION: Request for Development Plan Review consisting of a repaint for CAMPUS POINTE APARTMENTS located at 1115 E. Lemon Street. The applicant is Gould Evans.

FISCAL IMPACT: There is no fiscal impact on City funds.

RECOMMENDATION: Staff – Approval, subject to conditions

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: CAMPUS POINTE APARTMENTS (PL130283) is an existing apartment community from 1970, located on the south east corner of Lemon Street and Terrace Road, east of Rural Road, north of Apache Boulevard. The request includes the following:

DPR13234 Development Plan Review including building elevations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property Owner</th>
<th>Mike Cook, Tempe Apartments 1, LLC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Applicant</td>
<td>Krista Shepherd, Gould Evans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Zoning District</td>
<td>CSS Commercial Shopping &amp; Service, R-4 Multi-family, TOD Corridor Overlay, Apache Boulevard Redevelopment Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross/Net site area</td>
<td>3.934 acres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Building area</td>
<td>151,996 s.f. gross under roof including walkways (per applicant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lot Coverage</td>
<td>24% (60% maximum allowed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Height</td>
<td>34ft (40 ft maximum allowed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Setbacks</td>
<td>22’ front, 37’ west side, 74’ east side (20’ front minimum, 10’ side minimum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landscape area</td>
<td>24% (25% minimum required)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Parking</td>
<td>224 spaces (204 required)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicycle Parking</td>
<td>None provided</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ATTACHMENTS: Development Project File

STAFF CONTACT: Diana Kaminski, Senior Planner (480) 858-2391

Department Director: Dave Nakagawara, Community Development Director
Legal review by: N/A
Prepared by: Diana Kaminski Senior Planner
COMMENTS:

This site is located between University Drive and Apache Boulevard, east of Rural Road, on the southeast corner of Lemon Street and Terrace Road, the property is zoned CSS, Commercial Shopping and Service and R-4 Multi-Family within the TOD Corridor Overlay District. The site is also within an archeologically sensitive area based on prior surveys of the area. The site has existing grandfathered density for multi-family residential for 29 dwelling units per acre, but was previously altered to increase the density to 41 dwelling units per acre. The history of the site is provided for reference. Community Development Staff is working with the new owner to address previous conditions inherited with their purchase of the property.

The property owner wishes to update the property for a contemporary look for rebranding and marketing the property. The investments to the site would be phased, starting with ongoing and immediate building safety modifications to individual units and amenities. The first phase of aesthetic improvements is to repaint the entire building and upgrade the leasing office with a new metal canopy, as this request to the Development Review Commission. The second phase would be lighting and other safety modifications as recommended by the Police staff; these changes will be reviewed and approved administratively. The third phase will be upgrades to the landscape on site, to provide required street and landscape trees, and later, interior site landscape modifications. Landscape improvements would also be reviewed and approved administratively, but were provided as reference to the paint modification, since the proposed color palette is inspired by and coordinated with the landscape.

Existing uses on the site include: multi-family residential apartments. This request includes the following: Development Plan Review which includes: an existing 1970 four-story apartment building repaint on 3.94 net acres. The applicant is requesting the Development Review Commission take action on the requested paint modification for the site.

PUBLIC INPUT

- Neighborhood meeting is not required

PROJECT ANALYSIS

DEVELOPMENT PLAN REVIEW

The proposed paint palette is inspired and coordinated with a future landscape plan, which includes Palo Verdes and other plants reflective of the brighter colors within the palette, set against a neutral updated grey background. The applicant has provided a letter of explanation for the design concept, and photo simulations to show what the property would look like once completed. The applicant has also indicated a future mural would be proposed on the corner of the building facing the street. This concept has not been fully developed and is not a part of this request.

Building Elevations

A new leasing office located in the center of the apartment community would be opened up with windows for greater visibility into the complex and a shade canopy over the entrance. The primary building colors would be shades of grey, accented with chartreuse and vermillion on designated surfaces of the structures.

Section 6-306 D Approval criteria for Development Plan Review (in italics)

1. *Materials are of a superior quality, providing detail appropriate with their location and function while complementing the surroundings;* the existing buildings date to the 1970s, with little change to the materials or form of the structure. Existing building elements will be highlighted through the use of color. Similar concepts using neutral colors with accents of bright hues have been implemented in many of the existing buildings within the area. Uses of reds, oranges and greens are a new trend in building colors in the area.

2. *Buildings, structures, and landscape elements are appropriately scaled, relative to the site and surroundings;* The existing buildings meet setbacks for the CSS and R-4 zoning districts, and are appropriately scaled to the surrounding area. Landscape elements are missing, and will be added by condition to a second phase of the remodeling efforts.
3. Large building masses are sufficiently articulated so as to relieve monotony and create a sense of movement, resulting in a well-defined base and top, featuring an enhanced pedestrian experience at and near street level; The use of a bright chartreuse color along the railings varies, creating a pattern of movement that breaks up the long horizontal metal bands with vertical stripes resembling a Fibonacci series but in a more random paint pattern. The leasing office and stairwells are accented with bright vermillion red to draw the eye into the complex.

4. Building facades provide architectural detail and interest overall with visibility at street level (in particular, special treatment of windows, entries and walkways with particular attention to proportionality, scale, materials, rhythm, etc.) while responding to varying climatic and contextual conditions; the use of color adds interest to the site that will be complimented with new landscape materials reflecting similar coloration in the leaf and flower colors.

Conclusion
Based on the information provided and the above analysis, staff recommends approval of the requested Development Plan Review. This request meets the required criteria and will conform to the conditions.

REASONS FOR APPROVAL:
1. The project meets the General Plan Projected Land Use and Projected Residential Density for this site and the goals and objectives of neighborhood revitalization and reinvestment.
2. The proposed project meets the approval criteria for a Development Plan Review.

CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL: EACH NUMBERED ITEM IS A CONDITION OF APPROVAL. THE DECISION-MAKING BODY MAY MODIFY, DELETE OR ADD TO THESE CONDITIONS.

Site Plan
1. Utility equipment boxes for this development shall be finished in a neutral color (subject to utility provider approval) that compliments the coloring of the buildings.

Building Elevations
2. The materials and colors are approved as presented on key provided:
   Main building - Sherwin Williams Dorian Gray SW7017 (medium warm gray)
   Main building – Sherwin Williams Repose Gray SW7015 (light warm gray)
   Specified walls and railing details – Sherwin Williams Humorous Green SW6918 (chartreuse)
   Specified walls and metal canopies – Sherwin Williams Fireworks SW6867 (red)
   Provide main colors and materials with a light reflectance value of 75 percent or less. Specific colors and materials exhibited on the materials sample board are approved by planning staff. Additions or modifications may be submitted for review during building plan check process.

Lighting
3. Submit a lighting plan for staff review by November 22, 2013, for review of compliance with requirements of ZDC Part 4, Chapter 8, Lighting, unless otherwise approved by staff.

Landscape
4. Submit a comprehensive landscape plan by November 22, 2013 in conformance with the Zoning and Development Code unless otherwise approved by staff.

Signage
5. Provide address sign on the building elevation facing the street to which the property is identified.
   a. Conform to the following for building address signs:
      1) Provide street number only, not the street name
      2) Compose of 12” high, individual mount, metal reverse pan channel characters.
      3) Self-illuminated or dedicated light source.
      4) Coordinate address signs with trees, vines, or other landscaping, to avoid any potential visual obstruction.
      5) Do not affix number or letter to elevation that might be mistaken for the address.
CODE/ORDINANCE REQUIREMENTS:
THE BULLETED ITEMS REFER TO EXISTING CODE OR ORDINANCES THAT PLANNING STAFF OBSERVES ARE PERTINENT TO THIS CASE. THE BULLET ITEMS ARE INCLUDED TO ALERT THE DESIGN TEAM AND ASSIST IN OBTAINING A BUILDING PERMIT AND ARE NOT AN EXHAUSTIVE LIST.

- Development plan approval shall be void if the development is not commenced or if an application for a building permit has not been submitted, whichever is applicable, within twelve (12) months after the approval is granted or within the time stipulated by the decision-making body. The period of approval is extended upon the time review limitations set forth for building permit applications, pursuant to Tempe Building Safety Administrative Code, Section 8-104.15. An expiration of the building permit application will result in expiration of the development plan.

- Specific requirements of the Zoning and Development Code (ZDC) are not listed as a condition of approval, but will apply to any application. To avoid unnecessary review time and reduce the potential for multiple plan check submittals, become familiar with the ZDC. Access the ZDC through www.tempe.gov/zoning or purchase from Community Development.

- HISTORIC PRESERVATION: State and federal laws apply to the discovery of features or artifacts during site excavation (typically, the discovery of human or associated funerary remains). Contact the Historic Preservation Officer with general questions. Where a discovery is made, contact the Arizona State Historical Museum for removal and repatriation of the items.

- SECURITY REQUIREMENTS:
  - Design building entrance(s) to maximize visual surveillance of vicinity.
  - Follow the design guidelines listed under appendix A of the Zoning and Development Code. In particular, reference the CPTED principal listed under A-II Building Design Guidelines (C) as it relates to the location of pedestrian environments and places of concealment.
  - The Owner is required to prepare a security plan for the apartments with the Police Department. The architect should be involved to verify any modification that would require design revisions. To avoid revisions to permitted construction documents, initial meetings with the Police Department regarding the security plan are recommended before building permits are issued. At a minimum, the Owner shall contact the Police Department to begin security plan process approximately eight weeks prior to receipt of certificate of occupancy.
  - In conjunction with the security plan, Crime Free Multi-Housing status for this property may be required.

- PARKING SPACES:
  - At parking areas, provide demarcated accessible aisle for disabled parking.
  - Distribute bike parking areas nearest to main entrance(s). Provide parking loop/rack per standard detail T-578. Provide 2'-0" by 6'-0" individual bicycle parking spaces. One loop may be used to separate two bike parking spaces. Provide clearance between bike spaces and adjacent walkway to allow bike maneuvering in and out of space without interfering with pedestrians, landscape materials or vehicles nearby.

- LIGHTING:
  - Design site security light in accordance with requirements of ZDC Part 4 Chapter 8 (Lighting) and ZDC Appendix E (Photometric Plan).
  - Indicate the location of all exterior light fixtures on the site, landscape and photometric plans. Avoid conflicts between lights and trees or other site features in order to maintain illumination levels for exterior lighting.

- SIGNS: Separate Development Plan Review process is required for signs in accordance with requirements of ZDC Part 4 Chapter 9 (Signs). Obtain sign permit for identification signs. Directional signs (if proposed) may not require a sign permit, depending on size. Directional signs are subject to review by planning staff during plan check process.
HISTORY & FACTS:
13273131 R-4 1.388 acres and CSS 1.595 acres in TOD corridor
13273133A R-4 .42 acres and CSS .531 acres in TOD corridor
Total acreage in 2010 is 3.934

August 29, 1969  Construction permit issued

August 27, 1970  Building Certificate of Occupancy for 128 units - Zoning R-4 and C-2 – built using R-4 zoning standards per Zoning Ordinance 405 Section 409 p. 33 B.1. Zoning Ordinance 405 defined density for multi-family residences shall be based on the net acreage remaining after required dedication of perimeter streets, alleys and right-of-ways. (p. 4) Density allowed for R-4 was in a chart 29 du/ac. The 4.45 acre site would have supported 129 units.

July 10, 1970  No Multi-family dwellings shall be permitted in this district by ordinance change; this project grandfathered in as legal non-conforming on C-2 portion of site.

November 12, 1970  Building Permit to alter an existing apartment to be used as a recreation room, remodel apartment adjacent to billiard room by cutting a doorway between 2 spaces.

September 13, 1972  Building inspection for complaint converting 2 bedroom units into one bedroom and efficiency apartments. Issued Stop Work and Notice to Comply to restore all units to original status.

November 27, 1972  Planning Commission denied request for zoning change from C-2 to R-4 for 1.5 acre parcel.

December 20, 1972  Notice to comply extended until 1/8/1973, the date of the Planning Commission meeting, provided an application for re-zoning is submitted on or before 12/26/1972.

December 26, 1972  Zoning application to rezone 2.5 acres from C-2 to R-4. At this time, the site was 4.45 acres, allowing 129 dwelling units. It is unclear what occurred after 1972, if .516 acres was sold off, or dedicated as right of way, however, the remaining site is 3.934 du/ac, which would allow 114 units. 129 Units would be grandfathered if the change in land size were for public dedications of property. If property were sold off, the existing units would be in violation of zoning density.

February 22, 1973  Tempe City Council denied the zoning change of 2.5 acres from C-2 to R-4 for the addition of 40 dwelling units.


March 28, 1973  City received recorded Covenant to hold property as one parcel for the purposes of maintaining the allowable density on the site.

May 3, 1973  Letter from Building Director to City Attorney outlining issue: “As of April 27, 1973, the owner has re-converted all but twenty of the efficiency apartments back to their original status as two bedroom apartments. On the remaining twenty efficiency units which are located in the R-4 District, the owner has filed plans for permits to make these units comply. These plans indicate that the twenty additional units, when corrected, will comply with all requirements including the Zoning Ordinance.” Building director was seeking legal advice on next steps in handling the case. Property record card refers to “see letter in the Lemon Terrace File”.

October 29, 1973  Units 101, 117, 120, 131, 132, 217, 220, 231, 232, 301, 302, 303, 317, 320, 401, 402, 414, 417, 420 and 432 have been converted. Total count: 20 efficiency, 44 one-bedroom, 83 two-bedroom,
for a total of 147 units, parking required: 249.

March 24, 2010 There are now 163 units on this property, taking the density up to 41 du/ac. The current Zoning and Development Code only allows 25 du/ac, this site is grandfathered at 29 du/ac, but is currently built and operating at 41 du/ac.

Parking requirements for 405:
1.5 spaces per studio, efficiency or one bedroom
1.6 spaces per 2 bedroom
.1 spaces per unit for guest parking

163 units (36 of which are studios and 62 units are one-bedrooms and 65 2-bedrooms) would require 267 under the 405 code, however, today only 204 required under TOD.

June 8, 2013 Property ownership changed, new owners seeking to upgrade existing building with new paint and landscape to rebrand and market the existing building.

ZONING AND DEVELOPMENT CODE REFERENCE:

Section 6-306, Development Plan Review
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September 17, 2013_ Revised on September 23, 2013

Ms. Diana Kominski
City of Tempe
P.O. Box 5002
Tempe, AZ 85280

Re: Campus Pointe, 1115 E. Lemon St, Tempe – RE-PAINT & EXTERIOR IMPROVEMENT SUBMITTAL

Dear Ms. Kominski:

Thank you for your comments on our Re-Painting/Exterior Improvement Submittal for improvements for Campus Pointe Apartments. Per our conversation on Thursday (9/12/2013), we are updating our submittal to show the base colors and accent colors separately. The colors of the existing property (beige and pink) are shown on the existing photos on page 3. It is intent of this submittal of demonstrate that the maintenance re-painting efforts are to create a stronger alignment with the general palette of recently upgraded properties that utilize warm and cool grays. We have also included the exterior improvements including landscape and a new entry canopy for your administrative review.

Context of recently renovated neighborhood properties:

At the intersection of Lemon Street and Terrace, Campus Pointe is located among many recent and on-going renovation projects focused on revitalizing vibrant living places. It is apparent the character of the neighborhood is changing with a direction toward the following principals:

1. Design solutions that work frugally to accent the best assets of the property.

2. Utilization of grays as base colors with accents of vibrant colors to create interest and variation and to highlight the best features of the existing property. Accent colors of the neighborhood include: greens, purples, magenta, and turquoise to draw attention to doors, signage, windows, larger accent color walls and edges (soffits, door frames etc).
3. Landscape is being improved along Lemon Street to work with existing setbacks, sidewalks, curbs etc. Landscape improvements range from adding turf to accommodating needed on-site retention in some locations. Along Terrace, few projects are updating landscape as landscape zones have appeared to be reduced in support of the light rail improvements.

**Campus Pointe's Relationship to Context (neighborhood and its own history)**

It is the intent of the renovations at Campus Pointe Apartments to define a re-branded and re-positioned image. For many years, the property has been “unloved” and it is the intent of the current owners to re-invigorate and re-invent the spirit of this place with a new curb appeal and creative and strategic upgrades throughout to appeal to the high expectations of market. The approach to the property is to have appeal to current and local lifestyles (outdoor yoga, social spaces and amenities) in an appropriate desert environment. The renovation of the site will include outdoor spaces that are comfortable and shaded that will invite the residents to once again occupy the outdoor spaces. This approach will build community and create greater passive security by increasing structured activities and promoting casual occupation of the site by its residents.

The intent of the re-painting effort at Campus Pointe is to update the property to more closely respond to the current context and improvements that are underway seek to take the properties strongest assets and enhance them by creating a desirable living environment with refreshed landscape, places to sit, study and relax.

Campus Pointe is unique in the context of the neighborhood due to its:

- **Position:** At the apex of Terrace and Lemon Street with dominant street frontage to the moving light rail traffic.

- **Scale:** 4 stories cluster of buildings within a predominately 2 story neighborhood. The building massing of Campus Pointe is set back from the street edge and circled by parking while its neighbors have shorter setbacks with limited parking exposure to the street edge.

- **Material palette:** Painted masonry, and horizontal ribbons of steel decking guardrail are distinct features and present an opportunity for creative re-painting that responds specifically to the existing ‘bones’ of the property.
- Landscape: Existing palm trees along Lemon Street continue the sporadic rhythm of palms that line Lemon Street on other properties toward the west.

Re-painting intent:

The intent of the re-painting works with the existing features of the building, more closely align the property with the direction of the neighborhood (base color grays with accents), and creates a specific dynamic effect at the guardrail that responds to the position of the viewer and the sun. The western exposure is revealed to the light rail and the ‘movement of the viewer’ whether you travelling at the speed of light rail or riding by on a bike presents a unique context an opportunity for this existing building.

**Base Color descriptions:** (Reference Exterior Base Paint Submittal Package)

**Horizontal Ribbon Steel Deck Guardrails:** The base color is a light gray (Repose Gray) and intended to be a background color for a graphic composition of the accent color. The proposed concept is to paint varied edges of the steel decking that forms the guardrails. The existing feature presents a long expanse of similar material that lends itself to become a distinctive design feature with variation in paint. (See Accent Color Description below).

**Residential wall:** The wall beyond the guardrail is a medium gray (Dorian Gray) with a darker gray door and frame (Attitude Gray). The intent is to allow the wall to recede and give greater depth to the existing elevation.

**Accent Color descriptions:** (Reference Exterior Accent Paint Submittal Package)

**Accent Color Walls:** At each of the residential buildings on the site, a tall accent wall exists. Consistent with the approach adopted on other neighboring properties, the end wall (north and south end walls of the residential buildings) are intended to be an accent color (Humorous Green) and work with the composition of desert landscape
that compliments this color. This wall with its scale and position on the site relative to the street and light rail traffic presents an opportunity for future art.

Animated detail in Color: The profile of the existing decking on the guardrail, lends itself to become a pattern of color that changes based on the position of the viewer and the sun. By pointing surfaces of the profile in a defined yet varied pattern, subtle variation in pattern can be created. The play of shade and shadow further deepen the composition by naturally creating darker greens and lighter yellowish-greens in concert with the base color of gray. The base color is also changed based on the reflection of the accent color within the ‘painted flutes’. This dynamic effect varies based on if the viewer is traveling south or north by the speed of travel as well as the angle of the sun. This approach is one that creates a varied graphic landscape along an otherwise relentless expanse of guardrail.

Strategic Accents: The color red color (Fireworks) is used as a minor complement to the gray and green play. It is used strategically to call attention to the front door, the social space in the center of the courtyard, and to connecting internal corridors that act as portals from the exterior facades to the interior courtyards. A hint of red is also used to highlight the stringers of the stairs and the nosing edges within the partially enclosed stair towers. This accent draws the eye to where dynamic activity exists, movement on the stairs, activity zones, and entries.

Accent Color relevance: While the desert is commonly perceived as having an abundance of tans and browns, it is the variation in desert greens, yellows and reds that bring vibrancy and define the lushness of the desert. The selected accents (greens and red) work in concert with the landscape materials (Red Yucca, Ocotillo, Palo Verde, Lady Slipper, Pistacia trees) and work with the other vibrant colors already defined as accents in the neighborhood.

Humorous Green: This green is a blend of greens and yellow found in Palo Verde trees. It complements the desert landscape and creates a fresh re-invention on a site with a previously deteriorating history in the neighborhood. Because of the complexity of the color, it changes with the dynamics of the sun and is a vibrant and sophisticated driver for a graphic composition on the facade. Muddy greens and avoado greens are also used in the neighborhood on adjacent properties; humorous green is distinguished from these greens to work with formal strength of this 4 story building, however, its color range works with the neighborhood.
Fireworks: This red is a rich color that works with the color of Pistacia trees planned in the courtyard, the tops of red yucca planned around the property. Red is also a natural complement to green in general and its vibrancy is used in a limited way to draw specific visual focus to areas of high activity and to draw patrons into the center of the site. It is also intended that the new canopy proposed on Lemon Street receive the Fireworks color as a focal point for the entry.

Landscape Improvements:

The existing landscape has been uncared for by previous owners and represent 'left overs' of a past approach utilizing non-indigenous materials. While some of the palms are mature, a desire to bring desert xeriscaping leads the approach for improvements. The landscape plan is currently being evaluated for budget compliance; however the attached plan represents a master plan for desired improvements in 3 phases:

Phase 1 involves renovation and refresh of the places where residents live. The interior courtyards and front entry have the greatest potential to improve the living spaces for the residents and new landscape is intended to active spaces with shade and places to sit and study. Pistacia trees are limitedly used and planned for the interior courtyard for their low maintenance; ability to provide high quality shade, and color that complements the painting of the building. Phase 1 is intended for immediate renovation.

Phase 2 includes improvement of general building perimeter landscape as a priority to capture stronger curb appeal, enhance the entrance – (Lemon street side), create landscape next to residential paths, and provide bike parking at key circulation points of the building. To the east of the existing buildings, open space exists with additional parking. It is the intent of this phase to improve this area, remove patchy turf and dead trees, and create small scaled recreation (horse shoes, bocce ball or other) and provide a place for exercise for resident's pets. A pet sanitation station is planned to provide means for proper pet clean up. It is intended to rework the corner of Terrace and Lemon where the existing monument sign has been blocked by street and light rail improvements of recent years. New planting and a new site wall is intended at this corner. Along Lemon Street existing turf that is in poor condition will be removed and new DG will be installed to clean up this edge of the property.
Phase 3: Right of way improvements along Lemon and Terrace above those provided in Phase 2 are not included at this time since a comprehensive application will be filed as part of the rezoning and entitlement process for this property. Right of way improvements will be provided at a later time for planning and engineering review.

We look forward to your review and ability to proceed with improvements on this property as soon as possible. Please feel free to call me with any questions or requests for additional information at 602.708.4588 (cell) or 602.650.7630 (desk). Thank you for your time and review of this request for approval.

Sincerely,

Krista Shepherd, NCARB, AIA, NCIDQ
Principal
Overall site paint plan

CONTACT: KRISTA SHEPHERD
krista.shepherd@gouldevans.com
602-650-7630

KEYPLAN

- entire wall painted Sherwin Williams Humorous Green
- entire wall painted Sherwin Williams Fireworks
- entire wall painted Sherwin Williams Dorian Gray
- entire wall painted Sherwin Williams Attitude Gray
- entire wall painted Repose Gray

- point pattern A (perimeter): CMU block wall painted Dorian Gray, ground floor low site wall & unit doors painted Attitude Gray, side stripe next to exterior unit door & continued on ceiling above painted Humorous Green, balcony floor and rest of ceiling to remain existing concrete, guardrail decorative paint pattern - overall color to be Repose Gray and pattern to be Humorous Green.

- point pattern B (courtyard): CMU block wall painted Dorian Gray, unit doors to be painted Humorous Green, overall guardrail to be painted Repose Gray, balcony floor and ceiling to remain existing concrete.

- stair paint pattern: exterior side of guardrail to be Humorous Green, interior side of guardrail to be Repose Gray, bottom of stairs & edge of stairs & stringer to be Fireworks, stair tread to remain existing concrete.

- point pattern similar to point pattern A wherever applicable.

- rendering view perspectives (see page 04)
Sherwin Williams
Dorian Gray
SW 7017

Sherwin Williams
Humorous Green
SW 6918

Sherwin Williams
Attitude Gray
SW 7060

Sherwin Williams
Fireworks
SW 6867

Sherwin Williams
Repose Gray
SW 7015

Exterior Paint Submittal

CAMPUS POINTE
1115 E. LEMON ST.
TEMPE, AZ 85281

8/30/2013

CONTACT: KRISTA SHEPHERD
krista.shepherd@gouldevans.com
602-650-7630

paint colors

PAGE 02/05
Exterior Accent Paint Submittal

CAMPUS POINTE
1115 E. LEMON ST.
TEMPE, AZ 85281

9/16/2013

goouldevans

CONTACT: KRISTA SHEPHERD
krista.shepherd@goulddevans.com
602-650-7630

existing site photos

PAGE 03/06
view from corner of Lemon and Terrace*

view of leasing office - future exterior canopy design to be Fireworks color - see sheet 06*

view of courtyard*

*for paint color reference only
**Exterior Accent Paint Submittal**

**CAMPUS POINTE**  
1115 E. LEMON ST.  
TEMPE, AZ 85281

**gouldevans 9/16/2013**

**CONTACT:** KRISTA SHEPHERD  
krista.shepherd@gouldevans.com  
602-650-7630

**details**  
**PAGE 05/06**

- **enlarged detail of paint pattern A (perimeter) and stair paint pattern**
- **enlarged detail of guardrail paint pattern (part of paint pattern A)**
- **enlarged plan detail of guardrail paint pattern (reference paint pattern A)**